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1. Introduction 

The representation of medical con
cepts in computer systems is one of the 
continuing challenges of medical infor
matics. Rector et al. [1] have character
ized the problem by identifying two 
components that contribute to the for
mal representation of medical concepts: 
vocabulary elements and an informa
tion model. The vocabulary (lexicon) is 
a set of words or terms used to denote 
medical concepts, like the names of 
drugs, signs, symptoms, diagnoses, and 
devices. The information model repre
sents a grammar, or a set of rules that 
state how vocabulary elements can be 
combined to make a representation of 
medical information. An information 
model that is based semantic types is 
called a semantic data model (SDM). 
Several notations have been proposed 
for representing SDMs in medicine in
cluding, conceptual graphs [2-5], Model 
for representation of Semantics in Med
icine (MOSE) [6], Structured Meta 
Knowledge (SMK) [7], the GALEN 
Representation and Integration Lan
guage (GRAIL) [8, 9], templates, and 
frames [10-12]. 
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Linking a Medical Vocabulary 
to a Clinical Data Model 
using Abstract Syntax Notation 1 

Abstract: We have created a clinical data model using Abstract Syntax 
Notation 1 (ASN.l). The clinical model is constructed from a sma" number 
of simple data types that are built into data structures of progressively great
er complexity. Important intermediate types include Attributes, Observa
tions, and Events. The highest level elements in the model are messages 
that are used for inter-process communication within a clinical information 
system. Vocabulary is incorporated into the model using BaseCoded, a 
primitive data type that allows vocabulary concepts and semantic relation
ships to be referenced using standard ASN.l notation. ASN.l subtyping lan
guage was useful in preventing unbounded proliferation of object classes in 
the model, and in general, ASN.l was found to be a flexible and robust no
tation for representing a model of clinical information. 

Keywords: Clinical Data Model, Vocabulary Concepts, Object Classification 

ASN.1 [13, 14] is an international 
standard for describing abstract syntax. 
It was initially created as a language in
dependent mechanism for representing 
the structure of data passed in comput
er-to-computer interfaces. It has subse
quently been used as a platform-inde
pendent means of distributing databas
es [15] and as the storage structure for a 
national genetics database [16]. ASN.1 
consists of two parts: an abstract syntax 
notation and a set of encoding rules. 
The abstract syntax notation describes 
the logical form and structure of data 
while the encoding rules describe how 
to make a physical instance of data suit
able for passing in an interface or for 
storing in a database. There are several 
encoding rule variations in the standard 
targeted for different situations and 
uses. We currently use Basic Encoding 
Rules (BER) within our applications. 
The fact that any logical model ex
pressed in ASN.1 can be readily con
verted into a storable form is one of the 
strengths of ASN.l. A second strength 
is that compilers and other tools that 
support the use of ASN.1 are available 
as software in the public domain or as 
tool kits from commercial sources. 

We have previously used ASN.l 
(and its predecessor XA09-X.41O [17]) 
in computer-to-computer interfaces 
[18]. We were impressed with the ex
pressive power of ASN.l and with the 
ease of implementing and maintaining 
the interfaces. We wanted to explore 
the use of ASN.1 to define and imple
ment an electronic medical record (also 
known as a lifetime patient data reposi
tory). We describe our approach and 
experiences below. 

2. The ASN.l Clinical Data 
Model 

2.1 General Approach 
and ASN1 Basics 

Our information model for clinical 
data was created by defining simple 
data types that were then combined to 
create progressively more complex data 
types in a layered approach. Each of the 
six layers in the model adds flexibility 
and functionality. The six layers consist 
of: primitive data types, attributes, at
tributes with error handling, observa
tions, events, and clinical events. Each 
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::= OCTET STRING 

::= OctetString 

::= EMBEDDED PDV 

::= INTEGER (0 .. 2"·1) 

::= IA5String (FROM("0123456789" I".")) 

::=ULong2 

::=ULong2 

::= Ulong2 

::=CHOICE ( 
[0] BasicString, 
[1] LetinOne, 
[2] LetinOne, 
[3] LetinOne, 
[4] LetinOne, 
[5] LatinOne ) 

::= EmbeddedPDV 

::= EmbeddedPDV 

::= EmbeddedPDV 

::= EmbeddedPDV 

1 Definition of some primitive Types 
·reference to universal ASN.l Types. 

these layers will be described in de
in the following sections. 

Since the model is expressed in 
1, we will describe a few ASN.1 
before proceeding. With a few of 

basics understood, we will describe 
part of the model, adding descrip
of more complex ASN.1 syntax as 

used in the examples and Figures. 
:ASN.1 syntax is used to create de

of the structure of data (met
definitions). The definitions are 

used in programs to guide the crea-
of actual instances of the data using 

BER. Each item that is encoded in a 
string is described by three parts: 

identifier, the length of the value of 
item, and the actual value of the 
The identifier of an item in an en

string is derived algorithmically 
its ASN.l definition. Because a 

specification is included with 
.each field in the encoded string, ASN.1 
has almost no inherent size restrictions. 

ASN.l has many of the features of 
; an object oriented data definition lan
. guage. It allows unlimited depth in hier
archical data structures, and also allows 
unlimited reuse of types, including re
Cursive type definitions. ASN.1 does 

describe the behaviors (methods) of 
.an object, but only describes the struc

of the object. 
All object definitions (data types) 

built by reference to other objects. 
There are currently over 25 predefined 

(called Universal Types) in the 
1 standard, including INTEGER, 
LEAN, REAL, NULL, etc. All 

user-defined types must ultimately be 
defined by reference to one or more of 
the Universal types. Most of the Uni
versal type names consist of all upper 
case letters. Names for user defined 
Types must begin with a capital letter, 
but should use mixed case thereafter. A 
new type is defined from an existing 
type using the assignment characters 
"::=". For example, a new integer type 
based on the Universal INTEGER type 
could be defined as follows: 

New Integer ::= INTEGER 

With this background we will now 
proceed to the first definitions used in 
the clinical data model and describe 
other ASN.1 features as they occur in 
the model. 

2.2 Primitive Data Types 

A sample of primitive data types is 
defined in Figure 1. To create a "protec
tive buffer" between ASN.1 types and 
our user defined clinical types, all Uni
versal types used in the model are re
named as user types. For instance, the 
user defined type OctetString (a data 
type consisting of a sequence of 8-bit 
bytes) is a simple renaming of the Uni
versal type OCTET STRING. Similar
ly, EmbeddedPDV is a renaming of the 
Universal type EMBEDDED PDV. 
The EMBEDDED PDV type allows 
for an external type (one defined out
side of ASN.l) to be encapsulated in
side an ASN.1 data structure. Thus, 
by defining Image, Sound, Video, and 
Document as EmbeddedPDV types, 
externally defined types of these items 
can exist without conflict in an ASN.l 
instance. 

ULong2 has been defined as an 
INTEGER, but it has been constrained 
to have a value from 0 to 264_1. In 
ASN.1, this is called a subtype con
straint. In other words, the new type is 
derived from the parent type, but the 
new type represents a proper subset on 
the domain of the parent type. In our 
example, Ulong2 is an INTEGER, but 
its value has been constrained to those 
that can be represented in a 64 bit inte
ger variable type. Subtype constraints 
are always enclosed in parentheses. A 
different type of subtype constraint is 
shown for Decimal. It is defined as 
IA5String (a particular character set), 

but constrained so that the only values 
that can be in the string are numeric 
characters and a period (decimal point). 
Thus, the Decimal type is a character 
string representation of a decimal num
ber. 

Figure 1 also shows a somewhat 
more complex definition for Text. Text 
is defined by reference to the Universal 
type CHOICE. An ASN.1 CHOICE is 
similar to the union type in the C pro
gramming language. It means that when 
an actual instance of the type is created, 
the type may take one of several alter
native forms. In the case of Text, the 
text could be English, Spanish, Portu
guese, French, German, or Italian. This 
is an "exclusive OR" relationship; an in
stance of type Text must be one and on
ly one of the possible choices. You will 
notice that the set of possible choices is 
enclosed in curly braces, and that there 
are three parts to each line item in the 
choice. The first token in the first line is 
"english." In ASN.1, "english" is called 
an element name. It is similar to a vari
able name in the C programming lan
guage. It must be unique within the 
CHOICE construct, and it is a unique 
textual identifier of the first item in the 
choice. The second token in the first 
item is "[0]," and is called an ASN.l tag. 
ASN.l tags are only used by the algo
rithm that creates an item identifier 
while encoding an instance of the type. 
In the context of a BER encoded type, 
the tag is the part of the definition 
which ensures that the identifier creat
ed is unique. Since the ASN.1 tag is 
meaningful only to the computer algo
rithm, it can be ignored when reading 
an ASN.l definition. 

The final token of the first CHOICE 
line item is "BasicString." BasicString is 
the ASN.l type of the first CHOICE 
item. As can be seen, the other items in 
the CHOICE have the type of "Latin 
One." BasicString actually corresponds 
to an ASN.l definition that specifies the 
set of characters that can legally be used 
in the English language. The primitive 
definition of the BasicString character 
set is not shown in the example. The 
type "LatinOne" also refers to a specif
ic set of characters that can be used for 
representation of words in the other 
languages indicated in the CHOICE. 
To summarize, an item of type Text 
could be a set of characters in one of six 
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possible languages, where English text 
would be represented using the charac
ter set defined by the type BasicString, 
and text in any of the other five lan
guages would use the character set de
fined by the type LatinOne. This exam
ple is syntactically correct, but it is obvi
ously incomplete in terms of the content 
represented. 

Also shown in Figure 1 is the defini
tion of DateTime, which represents an 
exact chronological time. As a Ulong2, 
Date Time is a 64 bit quantity, but this 
definition obscures the fact that Date
Time actually has six subparts. The six 
parts are: resolution, number of days 
from starting date, time since midnight, 
time offset to GMT, daylight savings 
time flag, and time zone indicator. 
Some of these quantities are slightly re
dundant with one another, but this was 
an intentional overlap that facilitates 
ease of use. DateTime is a user defined 
"Useful Type," meaning that the inter
nal parts and behaviors of DateTime 
are not directly manipulated by the us
er, but are implemented in the software 
modules that set, get, add, subtract, and 
compare exact chronological times. 
DateTime has two possible resolutions. 
If the resolution is to the millisecond, 
then dates between 1800 and 2517 are 
supported. If the resolution is seconds 
or greater, dates between 0001 and 
183738 are supported. Having the two 
different resolutions means that we can 
store very precise times for current 
events like electrical activity on an 
EKG tracing, while being able to cover 
a very broad time range for less precise
ly known dates, like the birth dates and 
death dates of a patient's ancestors. 

We would next like to describe the 
definition of BaseCoded, which is the 
elementary type that creates the link 
between the information model, as ex
pressed using ASN.l, and the coded 
medical vocabulary. For the definition 
of BaseCoded to be understood, we 
need to briefly review the structure of 
our vocabulary, which we have de
scribed in detail in a previous publica
tion [19]. 

As shown in Figure 2, the vocabulary 
is organized around concepts, where a 
concept is "a unit of thought constituted 
through abstraction on the basis of 
characteristics common to a set of 
objects" [20]. In our vocabulary, each 
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Concept 

penicillin V potassium 
Ncid 123 

Related Surface Forms 

Fig.2 The relationship between concepts 
and related surface forms. 

BaseCoded ::= SET [ 
neld [1] Neld OPTIONAL. 
text [3] Text OPTIONAL. 
relSFormNumld [4] RelSFormNumld OPTIONAL) 

CodedWRSform ::= BaseCoded (WCS [ 
neld. 
relSFormNumld. 
text OPTIONAL Jl 

CodedWOSform ::= BaseCoded (WCS [ 
neld, 
relSFormNumld OPTIONAL, 
text OPTIONAL Jl 

Coded 
neld)) 

::= BaseCoded ( WCS[ 

Fig.3 Definition of the Coded data types 
by SUbtype constraint of the BaseCoded 
type. 

concept (representing a unique object, 
identity, or meaning) is assigned a 
numeric concept identifier (Ncid). The 
Ncid is a globally unique identifier of a 
concept. As shown in Figure 1, an Ncid 
is defined as a Ulong2, meaning that 
there can be 264 (approximately 1.6 X 

1019) concepts in the vocabulary. 
Each concept can have one or 

more representations (also called sur
face forms). A representation is one or 
more words that a person would use to 
refer to the concept. As shown in Fig
ure 2, the concept "penicillin V potas
sium" (Ncid 123) has at least three 
representations: "Pen-Vee K," "V-Cil
lin K," and "Veetids." In a manner sim
ilar to the concept identifiers, each rep
resentation is also assigned a unique 
numeric identifier, called the related 
surface form numeric identifier (ReIS 
FormNumId). In the example, the rep
resentation "Pen-Vee K" has been 
assigned the RelSFormNumId of 456. 
Thus, concepts are the fundamental 
building blocks of the vocabulary, and 
each concept is uniquely identified by 
an Ncid. Furthermore, each concept can 
have one or more associated represen
tations (surface forms), and each repre-

sentation has a unique RelSForm 
NumId. Both Ncids and RelSForm 
NumIds are of type Ulong2. With this 
background, we can now move to the 
definition of BaseCoded, which is 
shown in Figure 3. 

BaseCoded is the data type used in 
the information model to refer to items 
in the vocabulary. It is defined as a SET, 
meaning that it is a data type that is 
made up of a group of other data types. 
The items in the SET are enclosed 
in curly braces, and elements can be 
marked as OPTIONAL as appropriate. 
Any item in a set not marked optional is 
required. 

The BaseCoded set consists of three 
elements: ncid, text, and relSForm 
N umId. The syntax of how the elements 
in the SET are defined is the same as 
previously described for items in a 
CHOICE construct. Thus, the ncid ele
ment is said to be of type Ncid, the text 
element is said to be of type Text, and 
the relSFormNumId element is said to 
be of type RelSFormNumId. Each of 
these three types was previously de
fined in Figure 1. 

The three parts of the BaseCoded set 
refer to the corresponding parts of the 
vocabulary described in the preceding 
paragraph. A BaseCoded item contains 
the ncid, text, and relSFormNumId of 
a single concept from the vocabulary. 
Thus, to create an instance of Base 
Coded that referred to the concept 
"penicillin V potassium" as described in 
the previous example, ncid would have 
a value of 123, text would have a value 
of "Pen-Vee K," and relSFormNumld 
would have a value of 456. Because the 
text of a concept has a one-to-one cor
respondence with the relSFormNumld, 
the text element of a BaseCoded is 
redundant. "Text" is included as an 
optional part of the definition of Base 
Coded as a way to decrease the time 
needed to decode and display coded 
data types. 

Besides BaseCoded, three other cod
ed types are defined in Figure 3: Coded 
WRSform, CodedWOSform, and Cod
ed. The purpose in defining these types 
is to create subtypes of BaseCoded that 
have specialized uses. BaseCoded itself 
is actually a virtual type, meaning that it 
is used to derive other types, but it is not 
instantiated as part of the clinical data
base. Clinical records actually use one 
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of the three derived types, depending 
on the situation. In some situations it 
may be mandatory that the database 
capture the concept representation that 
was seen by the user. For instance, in a 
drug ordering application that allows 
ordering by brand name, if the user or
dered "Pen-Vee K," it is important to 
capture not only the ncid of the drug 
being ordered, but also the RelSForm 
NumId. By storing both the Ncid and 
the RelSFormNumId we know not only 
what drug was ordered but we also 
know exactly what textual representa
tion of the drug name the user saw in 
the order entry application. The Coded 
WRSform type (which means a coded 
data type with required surface form) 
was created for just this situation. At 
other times, it would be good to record 
the surface form that the user saw, but 
ithe surface form may not always be 
available. In this situation, the type 
CodedWOSform (meaning a coded 
data type with optional surface form) 
would be used. Finally, there are situa

.tions where only capturing the concept 
needed. In these cases, the Coded 

type (meaning a coded data type with-
a surface form) would be used. 

.. The three new coded data types are 
. from BaseCoded using ASN.l 

notation. As before, the sub
constraint is contained in paren

When constraining a SET, the 
COMPONENTS syntax is used 

indicate which elements of the parent 
are included in the new child type. 
the sake of brevity, we have sub

"WCS" for WITH COMPO
in all Figures. Elements within 

subtype constraint are referenced 

by their element name, and the tag and 
type of the element are not repeated in 
the subtype because it would be redun
dant with the tag and type definition in 
the parent type. A component within a 
subtype constraint is required unless it 
is followed by the keyword OPTION
AL. Thus, in the definition of Coded 
WRSform, ncid and relSFormNumId 
are required elements, while text is op
tional. In the definition of CodedWOS 
form, ncid is required while both relS 
FormNumId and text are optional. For 
the definition of Coded, ncid is re
quired, and no other elements are al
lowed. 

2.3 Attributes 

The primitive ASN.l types, as de
fined in Figures 1 and 3, are used to de
fine a more complex data type called 
Attribute, as shown in Figure 4. Attrib
utes are the building blocks of the infor
mation model, and they are used to 
store the various characteristics of the 
clinical events found in the medical 
record. The ASN.l CHOICE construct 
is used in the definition of "Value" to 
represent the fact that the "value" of an 
Attribute can be anyone of the primi
tive types. For instance, patient identi
fiers may be alphanumeric character 
strings, blood pressures might be inte
gers, a hepatitis surface antigen test 
could be a titer, a microscopic urine cell 
count could be a range of cells per high 
power field, and the date and time of 
birth would be a date/time element. 

Many attributes within the medical 
domain have values that are expressed 
using words or text rather than num-

Value 
decimal 
longl 

•• = CHOICE { 
[0] Decimal, 
[1] Longl, 

10ng2 
dateTIme 
coded 
codedWOSform 
codedWRSform 
text 
document 
sound 
image 
video 

Atlribute 
value 
negation 
numericOp 
uncertainty 
machineProb 
userStatedProb 
modifier 
units 
precision 

[3] Long2, 
[6] DateTIme, 
[7] CODED, 
[8] CODEDWOSFORM, 
[9] CODEDWRSFORM, 
[10] Text, 
[11] Document, 
[12] Sound, 
[14] tmage, 
[16] Video} 

::=SET{ 
[0] Value, 
[1] LCodedWOSformAtt{Negation} OPTIONAL, 
[2] LCodedWOSformAtl{NumOperator) OPTIONAL, 
[3] LCodedWOSformAtl(Uncertainty) OPTIONAL, 
[4] Probability OPTIONAL, 
[5] Probability OPTIONAL, 
[6] LCodedWOSformAtl(AtlModifier) OPTIONAL, 
[7] LCodedWOSformAtl(Units) OPTIONAL, 
[10] Precision OPTIONAL} 

bers. Attributes like patient names, 
symptom names, drug names, disease 
names, and anatomic locations are ex
amples of textual data. It is worth not
ing, however, that the possible values 
for an attribute like "drug name" come 
from a finite set of possible choices 
which means that it is possible to repre
sent these terms by one of the Coded 
types shown in Figure 3, rather than by 
their full text representation. This abil
ity to encode the value of textual attrib
utes has important implications in the 
physical database. 

In addition to "value," a set of op
tional characteristics (called implicit at
tributes in a previous publication [11]) 
are also defined for the Attribute type. 
The implicit attributes (Fig. 4: tags 1 to 
10) are used to store complementary 
details about the relationship between 
the Attribute and its value. For in
stance, if you had an Attribute called 
"systolic blood pressure" and the 
patient's systolic blood pressure meas
urement was "less than 60," the value of 
"systolic blood pressure" would be set 
to "60," and numericOp would be set to 
"<" (less than). Likewise, the units and 
precision fields allow units of measure 
and precision to be specified for any 
measured continuous variable. The 
probability fields allow for each Attrib
ute to have a user stated probability 
(userStatedProb) as in the phrase "there 
is a 60% chance of malignancy" or a 
calculated probability (machineProb) , 
generated from a computerized instan
tiation process. 

The definition of Attribute introduc
es a new shorthand ASN.l notation that 
we have not used previously. "LCoded 
WOSformAtt(Units)" is shorthand 
which expands to a definition of a con
strained subtype of LAttribute. The 
derivation of LAttribute is described 
later (Fig. 7) The shorthand expression 
means that "units" is a loosely coded at
tribute whose value must come from the 
domain of Units. Units is a set of vocab
ulary elements containing units-of· 
measure like, "minute," "second," "kil
ogram," and "liter." Though the inter
mediate definitions are not shown, the 
LCodedWOSformAtt type is derived 
from Attribute. Thus, Attribute indi
rectly references itself as part of its def
inition. This is the first example of the 
recursive use of ASN.l definitions. For 
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the sake of brevity, the definitions of 
Probability, and Precision are also not 
shown. 

One of the most important implicit 
attributes is "negation." Negation is 
used in conjunction with coded Attrib
utes to express that a given finding is 
NOT present. For example, it might be 
important clinically to state that the ap
pearance of a trauma victim's urine was 
"not bloody." In this case, the attribute 
being evaluated would be urine color, 
value would be set to "bloody" and ne
gation would be set to "not." Use of ne
gation allows pertinent negative find
ings to be represented without explicit 
creation of finding codes that include 
the words "not" or "no," or "none." 

The implicit attributes could have 
been handled explicitly as "ordinary" 
attributes, but their frequent use and 
general applicability favored making 
them an integral (implicit) part of At
tribute. 

One problem with the definition of 
Attribute, as shown in Figure 4, is that 
not all of the implicit attributes are ap
propriate for all value types that could 
be chosen from the CHOICE list for 
Value. For example, it would be inap
propriate to use precision to describe a 
coded term, and it is unclear what nega
tion would mean if attached to an 
image. To clarify exactly which implicit 
attributes can be used with which value 
types, specialized subtypes of Attribute 
have been created. By design, Attribute 
is another virtual type, i.e. one that is 
used to derive other types, but not used 
directly to create instances of data in 
the patient database. Only the special
ized subtypes of Attribute are used to 
create data instances. 

Three examples of specialized At
tribute subtypes are shown in Figure 5. 
BaseCodedAttribute has been defined 
as a subtype of Attribute, where value 
has been restricted to be of type coded. 
The implicit attributes of negation, 
uncertainty, machine probability, user 
stated probability, and modifier can be 
optionally present. Numeric operator, 
units, and precision have been deleted 
as implicit attributes in the definition 
of BaseCodedAttribute. For BaseDate 
TimeAttribute, numeric operator, ne
gation, uncertainty and precision are in
cluded as optional elements, while ma
chine probability, user stated probabil-
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\ .. . ' 

BaseCodedAltribute ::= Altribute (WCS ( 
value (WCS (coded)I, 
negation OPTIONAL, 
uncertainty OPTIONAL, 
machineProb OPTIONAL, 
userStatedProb OPTIONAL, 
modifier OPTIONAL I) 

BaseDateTimeAltribute ::= Altribute (WCS { 
value { WCS (dateTimel), 
numericOp OPTIONAL, 
negation OPTIONAL, 
uncertainty OPTIONAL, 
precision OPTIONAL II 

BaseDecimalAltribute ::= Altribute ( WCS { 
value (WCS (decimall), 
numericOp OPTIONAL, 
precision OPTIONAL I) 

Fig. 5 The creation of specialized attributes 
by subtype constraint of Attribute. 

DateTimelntervaJSet ::= SET { 
startTime [0] BaseDateTimeAltribute, 
endTIme [1] BaseDateTimeAltrlbute I 

TiterSet 
lower 
upper 

IntegerRangeSet 
lower 
upper 

::= SET { 
[0] BaseDecimalAltribute, 
[1] BaseDecimalAltribute } 

::=SET{ 
[0] BaseLong2Altrlbute, 
[1] BaseLong2Altribute} 

Fig. 6 The definition of an interval of 
chronological time using the specialized 
BaseDateTimeAttribute. 

ity, modifier, and units have been de
leted. The definition of BaseDecimal 
Attribute was created in a similar man
ner. Specialized subtypes of Attribute 
were made for all of the primitive types, 
but only these three examples are 
shown. 

The specialized subtypes of Attrib
ute can be used to create more complex 
data types that have more than one 
component, as shown in Figure 6. Date 
TimeIntervalSet is a new type that is 
used to represent an interval of chrono
logical time. It contains two compo
nents, a start time and end time. Each of 
the components is typed as a Base 
DateTimeAttribute, meaning that each 
end of the interval can include uncer
tainty and imprecision as part of the 
specification. This new type represents 
a very flexible representation of chron
ological time that is often needed in re
cording a patient's signs, symptoms, and 
diseases. 

Figure 6 also shows the definition of 
TiterSet and IntegerRangeSet. TiterSet 
defines a complex type which allows the 
recording of clinical laboratory obser
vations that are measured by serial dilu
tion methods. It uses two component 
elements, "lower" and "upper," to rep-

resent the separate parts of a titer ex
pression. Each of the components in Ti
terSet is of type BaseDecimalAttribute. 
Similarly, IntegerRangeSet is a com
plex type which would typically be Used 
to record microscopic slide observa_ 
tions where the number of items per 
high power field varies within a bound
ed range. The components of Integer 
RangeSet are of type BaseLong2Attrib_ 
ute. 

2.4 Attributes with Error Handling 

Attribute represents a very flexible 
data type that is the foundation for 
many clinically useful types. However, 
at the level of abstraction provided by 
Attribute, some practical considera
tions about how processes will instan
tiate these types becomes important. 
One of these considerations is error 
handling. For example, if we have de
fined a clinical measurement like hema
tocrit as a numeric quantity (say as a 
BaseDecimalAttribute type), and an 
interface from a clinical application 
sends a value for a hematocrit of "not 
done" in a laboratory interface mes
sage, an exception condition exists. The 
information model has defined the clin
ical variable as a numeric type, but the 
source system has sent a value that is of 
type text. In order to handle these kinds 
of exception conditions, a new type 
called LAttribute was defined, as shown 
in Figure 7. 

LAttribute (which stands for Loose
ly-typed Attribute) is defined as a 
choice between BaseAttribute or Er
rorType. Furthermore, BaseAttribute 
is a choice containing all of the special
ized versions of Attribute, and Error 
Type is a choice between four possible 
types that could be used to represent er
rors. The intended use of this structure 
is as follows. Data coming into the 
system is expected to be represented as 
one of the types available in the Base 
Attribute choice. If the incoming data is 
of the type expected, then the data is in
stantiated as that type. However, if the 
incoming data is not of the expected 
type, the data is instantiated as one of 
the error types. Referring back to the 
hematocrit example, if hematocrit was 
typed as BaseDecimalAttribute, and a 
value of "42.8" was sent by a clinical la
boratory system, the value would be in-
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7 The defini
tion of LAttribute 
(a loosely typed at
tribute) by reference 
to the specialized 
attribute definitions. 

Fig.8 The defini
tion of BaseObser
vation by reference 
to LAttribute, 

LAttribute 
type 
error 

BaseAttribute 
decimaJAtt 
longlAtt 
long2Att 
dateTImeAtt 
codedAtt 
codedWOSformAtt 
codedWRSformAtt 
textAtt 
documentAlt 
soundAtt 
imageAtt 
videoAtt 
tlmelntAtt 

ErrorType 
errorCoded 
errorText 
errorByte 
errorBit 

BaseObservation 
obsVaJue 
commonMods 
obsMods 
comments 
actions Info 
semanticUnks 

ObservationSequence 

::= CHOICE { 
[0] BeseAttribute, 
[1] ErrorType ] 

::=CHOICE{ 
[0] BaseDecimaJAttribute, 
[1] BeseLongl Attribute, 
[3] BeseLong2Attribute, 
[6] BaseDateTImeAttribute, 
[7] BeseCodedAttrlbute, 
[8] BeseCodedWOSformAttribute, 
[9] BeseCodedW RSformAttribute, 
[10] BeseTextAttribute, 
[11] BeseDocumentAttribute, 
[12] BeseSoundAttribute, 
[14] BaselmageAttribute, 
[16] BeseVldeoAttribute, 
[1004] DateTImelntervaJSet] 

::=CHOICE { 
[0] CodedWOSform(LooseTypeErrorCodej, 
[1] Text, 
[2] OctetString, 
[3] BltString } 

::=SET{ 
[0] LAttribute, 
[1] ObservatlonSequence OPTIONAL, 
[2] ObservatlonSequence OPTIONAL, 
[3] Comments(ObsCommentj OPTIONAL, 
[8] EventActionSequence OPTIONAL, 
[9] SemanticUnks OPTIONAL} 

::= SEQUENCE OF ObservatlonObject 

ObservatlonObject ::= INSTANCE·OF·SUBTYPE( 
SUBTYPES OF (BaseObservation)j 

stantiated inside of the decimalAtt ele
ment of BaseAttribute. If the value 
of the incoming hematocrit was "not 
done," then the value would be instan
tiated as errorText inside of ErrorType. 
Using LAttribute in this way provides 
for exception handling when incoming 
data is not of the expected type. This ul
timately means that clinical data in the 
system is strongly typed to the greatest 
extent possible, given the limitations of 
a sending application. 

value of whatever was observed or eval
uated. ObsValue is modified by three 
associated data elements, common
Mods, obsMods, and comments. For the 
sake of brevity, the Comments type is 
not further defined here, but it repre
sents a sequence of either coded or text 
comments associated with the observa
tion. 

The next element, commonMods, is 
a sequence of common modifiers of a 
class of observations. For laboratory 
measurements, typical kinds of com
mon modifiers include abnormal flags, 
delta check flags, and reference ranges. 
The exact set of possible common mod
ifiers for a given observation are not 
specified in the definition of Base 
Observation, but are specified when 
subtypes of BaseObservation are creat
ed. ObsMods is also a sequence of mod
ifiers of the observation, but it contains 
modifiers that are appropriate for a spe
cific observation, rather than common 
to a general class of observations. For 
example, in evaluating a patient [or 
rales, typical observation modifiers 
would be quality and severity. Exam
ples that further illustrate the use of 
commonMods and obsMods are shown 
later (Figs. 19,21, and 23). 

2.5 Observations 

LAttribute becomes the building 
block for the next level of abstract data 
type in the clinical information model. 
Clinical data is usually accompanied by 
other information that establishes the 
context and circumstances surrounding 
the collection of the data, as well as pos
sible modifiers of the data. It is useful to 
keep this set of information together 
as an information object. To accommo
date this need, BaseObservation was 
created, as shown in Figure 8. Base 
Observation was patterned after the 
OBX Segment (Observation Results 
Segment) as defined in the HL7 specifi
cation [21]. The principle component of 
BaseObservation is obsValue, which is 
of type LAttribute, and represents the 
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As shown in Figure 8, both common
Mods and obsMods are of type Obser-

vationSequence. ObservationSequence 
is then defined as a SEQUENCE OF an 
ObservationObject. SEQUENCE OF 
is a standard ASN.l type, and signifies 
an ordered set, where all of the ele
ments in the set are of the same ASN.1 
type. ObservationObject is defined as 
an INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE. 

INST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE is a 
new type that plays a special role in the 
information model. There were at least 
three motives for the creation of 
INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE. First, we 
saw a need to manage the structural ev
olution of ASN.l subtypes over time. 
Second, we saw the need to handle in
formation at different levels of abstrac
tion, i.e. to create a degree of polymor
phism in the ASN.1 types. Third, we 
wanted an ASN.l type that would allow 
us to create subtype definitions from a 
known type after ASN.l compile time. 

The definition of INSTANCE-OF
SUBTYPE is shown in Figure 9. The 
"type" component contains the actual 
data of an instance of the SUbtype. The 
structure of the data inside of "type" 
must conform to the ASN.l supertype 
(symbolically named TypeReference) 
from which the specific SUbtype was de
rived. It is required that the definition 
of TypeReference be present in the 
same ASN.1 module where a subtype of 
INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE is defined. 
This ensures that the information to 
code and decode the ASN.l type is 
present in executable applications. 

The "id" element of INSTANCE
OF-SUBTYPE contains the name 
(identifier) of the specific subtype that 
is instantiated in the "type" element. 
The id element is of type Ncid. We re
quire that all ASN.l types and SUbtypes 
be defined as concepts in the data 
dictionary. Furthermore, each concept 
which represents an ASN.l type in
cludes validation information as part of 
its definition. Since each concept is 
assigned an Ncid, the Ncid serves as a 
unique identifier of the subtype con
tained in an INSTANCE-OF-SUB
TYPE. 

The "version" element is include be
cause the validation information asso
ciated with a subtype may change over 
time. The "version" element represents 
the version number of the subtype vali
dation information that was current at 
the time a subtype was instantiated. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thus, the combination of the "id" and 
"version" elements provide a unique 
key to access validation information 
associated with a subtype, while the 
"type" field contains the actual data as 
defined by TypeReference. Data dic
tionary services are supplied so that 
SUbtype validation information can be 
used by an application at runtime. 

The kind of polymorphism that we 
were trying to achieve using IN
ST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE can be illus
trated by an example. An electrolyte 
panel that consists of four measure
ments (sodium, potassium, chloride, 
and bicarbonate) can be thought of as a 
sequence of laboratory observations be
cause they can all be represented using 
a common data structure. That is, they 
can be represented as subtypes of Base 
Observation. However, each measure
ment can also be thought of as a distinct 
object class. As a class, serum sodium 
measurements have a different refer
ence range and different clinical mean
ing than serum potassium measure
ments. It may be desirable for a data en
try program to validate that a serum so
dium value came from the range that 
was appropriate for serum sodiums, and 
that serum potassium values came from 
the range that was appropriate for ser
um potassiums. So in different situa
tions, there is a need to treat an electro
lyte panel as a sequence of the same 
structural type (BaseObservation), or 
alternatively, as a sequence of four spe
cific ASN.1 types. 

The syntax for creating a constrained 
SUbtype of INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE 
is shown in Figure 10. This syntax con
strains the contents of the id and type 
fields of the INST ANCE-OF-SUB
TYPE to be subtypes of any other spec
ified and known ASN.1 type. This defi
nition means that NewSpecificSubtype 
is derived from INSTANCE-OF-SUB
TYPE where the encoded value con
tained in "type" must be a subtype of 
BaseType. Note that it is possible to de
code the value of the subtype knowing 
only the definition of BaseType. The 
Ncid and Version of the type are only 
needed when an instance is to be vali
dated against its SUbtype definition. 

One further conceptual problem 
remains. We have defined an abstract 
observation (BaseObservation) as a 
set of elements (obsValue, common 
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INSTANCE·OF·SUBTYPE ::= SEQUENCE { 
id [0] Ncid, 
version [1] Version, 
type [2] TypeReference] 

Fig.9 The definition of Instance of Sub
type. 

NewSpecificSubtype ::= INSTANCE·OF·SUBTYPE ( 
SUBTYPES OF (BaseType» 

BaseType ::= TypeReference 

Fig. 10 The syntax for defining a con
strained subtype of Instance of Subtype. 

LaboraloryModifiers1 ::= ObservationSequence (WC { 
WCS ( AbnormaiFlag I ReferenceRange ) » 

AbnormaiFlag 

ReferenceRange 

::= BaseObservation (WCS ( ... » 
::= BaseObservation (WCS ( ... » 

Fig. 11 The syntax for defining a con
strained subtype of Instance of Subtype. 

LaboraloryModlfiers2 ::= ObservaUonSequence ( 
WITH TYPES ( 

AbnormaiFlag, 
ReferenceRange » 

AbnormaiFiag ::= BaseObservation (W CS ( ." » 
ReferenceRange ::= BaseObservaUon {WCS ( ... » 

Fig. 12 The syntax for defining a con
strained subtype of Instance of Subtype 
using the WITH TYPES syntax. 

Mods, obsMods, etc.), and we have 
defined ObservationSequence as a 
SEQUENCE OF Observation Object, 
where Observation Object is an IN
ST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE, which must 
be a SUbtype of BaseObservation. (Note 
that BaseObservation is another case 
where we have recursively used a type 
definition within itself.) Given these 
definitions, ASN.1 provides the ability, 
using WITH COMPONENT (abbrevi
ated here as WC), to constrain Obser
vationSequence to be of specific types 
as shown in Figure II. 

Unfortunately, this use of ASN.1 no
tation constrains ObservationSequence 
to be a sequence consisting of zero or 
more AbnormalFlags and/or zero or 
more ReferenceRanges. The desired 
result is a sequence of elements that are 
SUbtypes of BaseObservation, but con
sisting of exactly one AbnormalFlag 
and exactly one ReferenceRange. We 
have not been able to achieve this result 
within existing ASN.l notation and 
have had to resort to an extension, 
WITH TYPES. 

The WITH TYPES notation pro
vides the ability to positionally Con
strain each individual element within 
the SEQUENCE OF type. Using the 
same example as in Figure 11, the 
WITH TYPES notation can be used 
to correctly constrain Observation 
Sequence as shown in Figure 12. This 
notation indicates that Observation 
Sequence is a sequence of BaseObser
vations and must consist of exactly 
two BaseObservations; one occurrence 
must be of type AbnormalFlag and one 
occurrence must be of type Reference 
Range. 

The WITH TYPES and SUBTYPES 
OF notation are the only "extensions" 
to the semantics of the 1994 ASN.l 
specification that we have made. All of 
the notation described in this document 
with the exception of WITH TYPES 
and SUBTYPES OF is either taken 
directly from the ASN.1 specification or 
is "shorthand" which can be readily 
mapped into the corresponding ASN.l 
notation if needed. The SUBTYPES 
OF notation is an extension using ideas 
from the specification of the standard 
ASN.1 type INSTANCE-OF. WITH 
TYPES has no precedent in standard 
ASN.I. 

Neither of these exceptions is viewed 
as an impediment to the use of standard 
ASN.1 compilers. For example, the sim
ple removal of the WITH TYPES por
tion of the specification provides valid 
ASN.1 which accurately describes the 
content of the data. With the removal of 
the WITH TYPES syntax, Laboratory 
Modifiers2 would simply be a sequence 
of BaseObservations. By removing 
WITH TYPES, what is omitted is vali
dation information that specifies that 
the sequence should contain two, and 
only two, specific subtypes of BaseOb
servation (AbnormalFlag and Referen
ceRange). Without this information, 
the user of a generic ASN.1 compiler 
would be able to encode a Laboratory 
Modifiers2 instance which was not actu
ally valid. However, since we require 
that any data entered into the system 
must pass a service level validation step 
regardless of the source, invalid encod
ings would still be detected. Meanwhile, 
any valid instance of LaboratoryModifi
ers2 could be decoded using its more 
general definition as a sequence of 
BaseObservations. 
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::= SEQUENCE Of SemanticUnk The structure of SemanticLinks is use would be to allow counter signa-
::=SET{ 
(OJ CodedWOS!ormAtt(UnkRelationshlp), 
{l} ObjectPoinler, 
(2] EventAcUonSequence OPTIONAL) 

The definition of SemanticLinks, 

for the 

~~~",pn1f>nt notation for the derivation 
subtypes, However, this syntax could 
replace by a policy that required 

subtype derived from IN
ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE to become 
own type. Macro substitution in a 

.b'n~comr:llle step would accomplish the 
thing, Either of these approaches 
allow a standard ASN.1 compiler 

decode a BER encoded string creat
ed by our system, 

Having explained the substructure of 
ObservationSequence and its compo
nent type INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE, 
we will now describe the remaining ele
ments within the definition of Base 
Observation, 

The SemanticLinks component of 
BaseObservation enables separate in
stances of objects and events to be 
linked via a named relationship, For ex
ample, Semantic Links could be used to 
connect a positive throat culture result 
with a prescription for penicillin, using 
the named relationship "treated-by" to 
make it clear that the prescription was 
written as the treatment for the positive 
throat culture, The purpose and use of 
semantic links was also described in a 
previous publication [11]. 

shown in Figure 13. SemanticLinks is a 
sequence of SemanticLink, meaning 
there can be zero to many semantic 
links for each observation. Semantic 
Link contains three components. The 
"relationship" element is the coded 
name of the relationship that links the 
two instances. Possible relationships 
include: caused-by, associated-with, 
treated-by, contains, etc. The second 
element, objectPointer, contains the 
unique key (equivalent to a unique ob
ject identifier) to the linked observation 
or event. The final element, linklnfo, is 
of type EventActionSequence, and pro
vides attribution information about 
who, what, when, and where the link 
was created. EventActionSequence is 
also the underlying type of actions Info 
in BaseObservation, and is the common 
data type used for recording attribution 
information for observations, semantic 
links, and events. 

The definition of EventAction 
Sequence is shown in Figure 14. Event 
ActionSequence is a sequence of Event 
ActionObject. EventActionObject is an 
INST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE where the 
concept instances must be subtypes of 
EventActionlnfo. The Ncid inside of 
the INSTANCE-OF-SUBTYPE (see 
Fig. 9), indicates an action taken by a 
user or application. Typical actions 
would include add, modify, delete, sign, 
review, and place on hold. The Event 
Actionlnfo set contains the time of the 
action, the reason for the action, and 
any free text or coded comments about 
the action. AssociatedActions refers re
cursively back to the definition of Event 
ActionSequence, and allows actions to 
be taken on other actions. One common 

EventAclionSequence ::= SEQUENCE Of EventActionObject 

Fig. 14 The defini
tion of EventAction
Sequence. 
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EventActionObject ::= INSTANCE·OF·SUBTYPE( 
SUBTYPES OF (EventActionln!o) ) 

EventActionln!o 
time 
assoclatedActions 
reasons 
comments 
sourcelnfo 

SourcelnfoSequence 

::=SET{ 
{lJ LDateTimeAll OPTIONAL, 
{2j EventAclionSequence OPTIONAL, 
[3J Reasons OPTIONAL, 
(4J Comments(EvntActComment) OPTIONAL, 
(5] Sourceln!oSequence ) 

::= SEQUENCE Of SourceObject 

SourceObject ::= INSTANCE·Of·SUBTYPE( 
SUBTYPES Of (Sourceln!o)) 

Sourcelnfo 
person 
system 
decision 
institution 
device 
physlcaiLocalion 

::=CHOICE { 
{OJ PersonSourceln!o, 
{lJ SystemSourceln!o, 
[2] LogicProcessSourceln!o, 
{3J Externallnstitulion, 
[4J Deviceln!o, 
(5] PhyslcaiLocalion ) 

tures on signatures. 
The final element in EventAction 

Info is sourcelnfo, which ultimately be
comes a sequence of possible Source 
Info types. The source of the informa
tion could be a person, a system, a de
vice, etc, Further details of the com
ponents of PersonSourcelnfo, System 
Source Info, etc., are not shown but in
clude person names, identifiers, model 
numbers, and application names. The 
list of possible information sources will 
likely increase as new applications and 
interfaces are added to the system. 

We have now described all of the ele
ments that are included in BaseObser
vation, It is the ASN.1 type that con
tains a single observation about a pa
tient, with its attendant modifiers and 
attribution information. BaseObserva
tion, in turn, becomes the building 
block for Events, which are the next 
level of patient data organization in our 
system. 

2.6 Events 

In many situations in clinical medi
cine, observations are not made in isola
tion but are collected in a common con
text. For example, observations on 
heart sounds, heart murmurs, heart 
rate, systolic and diastolic blood pres
sures might all be collected as part of a 
cardiovascular examination. In the la
boratory, a serum sodium, potassium, 
carbonate, and chloride are often done 
on the same blood specimen as a collec
tion of clinical chemistry observations. 
Previous publications have described 
the use of events in building patient 
information systems [11, 22, 23]. The 
BaseEvent type, as shown in Figure 15, 
was designed to allow efficient record
ing of observations that share a com
mon clinical context. Many of the parts 
of BaseEvent are reused from Base 
Observation. 

The first element in BaseEvent is 
sharedContext, which ultimately re
solves to a sequence of BaseObserva
tions. The purpose of shared Context is 
to record context and attribution infor
mation that is common to all of the 
observations that will be recorded in 
eventContent. For the cardiovascular 
exam, sharedContext would contain 
who the examiner was, the date and 
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time of the examination, and where the 
examination was performed. For the 
clinical chemistry example, shared Con
text would contain descriptions of the 
sample, who collected the sample, and 
when it was collected. 

EventContent is the real information 
container in BaseEvent. It ultimately 
resolves to either a sequence of Base 
Observations, or to a sequence of Base 
Events. This is a recursive definition, al
lowing events inside of events to what
ever depth is necessary to capture a 
complex clinical situation. The other 
elements in BaseEvent (comments, ac
tionslnfo, and semanticLinks) have the 
same use and structure as they did in 
BaseObservation, except that they are 
now modifiers of the event, rather than 
a single observation. 

2.7 Patient Events 

With the definition of BaseEvent, 
the next step in the clinical type hierar
chy is the association of one or more 
events with a patient, and then the asso
ciation of patient events with transac
tions and messages. Figure 16 presents 
the definition of "PatientEvent," where 
one or more events (derived from Base 
Event) are associated with a patient. 
The substructure of Patient is not 
shown, but contains a unique numeric 
identifier of the patient. PatientEvent 
then becomes the building block for 
PatEventSequence, which is then in
cluded in Action. Action represents a 
logical set of actions that will be taken 
against the patient database. Besides 
the sequence of patient events, Action 
contains an operation (delete, update, 
insert) which indicates what action is to 
be taken relative to the patient data
base, a set of reasons for the action, and 
errors associated with the action. Ac
tion is the primary component of Pat 
DataTrans, a patient data transaction 
which consists of a sequence of actions. 

The final step in the clinical informa
tion model is to include the patient data 
transactions in a message. Within the 
system, all process-to-process com
munication or computer-to-computer 
interfaces are based on a single message 
definition, as shown in Figure 17. Hems 
Message (health enterprise manage
ment system message) contains three 
components. Version represents the 
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::~ SET { 
{OJ ObservaHonSequence. 
(1] EventContent, 

BaseEvent 
sharedContext 
eventContent 
comments 
actions Info 
semanticUnks 

[2] Comments{BaseEventComment) OPTIONAL, 
[7J EventActionSequence OPTIONAL, 

EventContent 
observations 
events 

[8] SemanticUnks OPTIONAL) 

::~CHOICE{ 

[0] ObservationSequence, 
[1] EventSequence) 

EventSequence ::~ SEQUENCE OF EventObject 

EventObject ::~ INSTANCE·OF·SUBTYPE{ 
SUBTYPES OF (BaseEvent)) 

version number of the HemsMessage 
definition that was current at the time a 
message was created. Messagelnfo con
tains global information about security 
and access information, message flags, 
errors associated with the message, and 
the context (attribution information) of 
the message. TransactionObject ulti
mately contains PatDataTrans (the 
patient transaction) or HDDTrans (a 
transaction to query for information in 
the health care data dictionary), but 
TransactionObject utilizes a new con
struct called INST ANCE-OF-CON
CEPT. 

INST ANCE-OF-CONCEPT has 
some similarity in purpose and struc
ture to INST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE. 
As we implemented the early releases 

PatDataTrans 

Action 
patEvents 
operation 
reason 
errors 

Operation 
deleteOp 
updateOp 
insertOp 

PatEventSequence 

PatientEvent 
patient 
events 

::~ SEQUENCE OF Action 

::~SET{ 

[0] PatEventSequence, 
[lJ Operation, 
[2J ActionReasons OPTIONAL, 
[3J Errors OPTIONAL} 

::=CHOICE [ 
[oJ Null, 
[lJ Null, 
[2] Null) 

::~ SEQUENCE OF PalientEvent 

::~SET{ 

[0] Patient, 
[lj EventSequence) 

Fig.16 The definition of PatientEvent by 
reference to EventObject. 

HemsMessage 
version 
messagelnro 
~ans 

Messagelnro 
accessSecuritylnro 
messageFlags 
errors 
conlext 

TransactionObjecl 

::~SET( 

[OJ Version, 
[lJ Messageln!o, 
[3J TransactionObJecl ) 

::=SET( 
(3J AccessSecurityln!o. 
[5J MessageFlags OPTIONAL. 
[BJ Errors OPTIONAL. 
[9J UserConlext OPTIONAL) 

::~ INSTANCE·OF·CONCEPT ( WCS ( 

Id ((PatDaIaTrans) I (HDDTrans) ) )) 

Fig. 17 The definition of a HemsMessage 
(health enterprise management system 
message), which ultimately contains a 
patient data transaction (PatDataTrans). 

Fig.15 The defini
tion of BaseEvent by 
reference to Base
Observation. 

of our clinical database, it became obvi
ous that information hiding and encap
sulation were necessary in order to 
effectively manage modularity and 
change in the information model. It be
came apparent that it would be useful to 
be able to enclose or encapsulate one 
ASN.1 type inside of another ASN.l 
type. The difference between IN
ST ANCE-OF-SUBTYPE and IN
STANCE-OF-CONCEPT is that IN
STANCE-OF-CONCEPT offers an 
.anonymous choice between one or 
more types that are listed inside of the 
"id" element. An anonymous choice 
means that the concepts that are part of 
the choice do not have to be defined 
in the ASN.1 module where the IN
STANCE-OF-CONCEPT type is used. 
This is the opposite of INSTANCE-OF
SUBTYPE, where the contained type 
must be defined in the same ASN.1 
module where it is used. 

The value of the anonymous choice 
is that applications only have to be 
aware of the definition of the contained 
types which they will manipulate or de
code. Assume, for example, that a mes
sage routing application is able to route 
a message based on the information 
contained in Messagelnfo. By using the 
INSTANCE-OF-CONCEPT construct 
as shown in Figure 17, the definitions of 
PatDataTrans and HDDTrans (and all 
of the types that they reference) do not 
need to be included in the routing appli
cation. However, an application that 
was storing patient data in the patient 
database would need the definition of 
PatDataTrans (and the types which it 
references) in order to decode and vali
date that the patient events it contains 
conform to their ASN.1 definitions. 

Essentially, the INST ANCE-OF
CONCEPT type provides "cut points" 
in the ASN.l definitions that allow ap
plications to include only those types 
that they directly manipulate or decode. 
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~INSTANCE-OF-CONCEPT ::= SEQUENCE ( 
id [0) Ncid, 
version [1) Version, 
value [2) & Value} 

definition of INSTANCE-OF-

:At runtime, applications are also able to 
idecode only those portions of a BER
(encoded ASN.1 string in which they 
have interest. 

The definition of INST ANCE-OF
,CONCEPT is shown in Figure 18. The 
:"id" element contains the Ncid of the 
:ASN.1 type that is contained as a BER 
:encoded string in "value." Version is 
the version number of the type defini
,tion that was current at the time an in
stance of the INSTANCE-OF-CON
CEPT type was created, The" & Value" 
notation expresses the anonymous 
'choice. It means that the definition of 
the type referred to by Ncid (and en
,coded in the "value" element) does not 
have to reside in the same module 
where INSTANCE-OF-CONCEPT is 

We have now completed the descrip
tion of all of the underlying data types 
used in our clinical information model. 
We would now like to show by example 
how these structures are used. 

As illustrated above, BaseObserva
tion is the building block of BaseEvent. 
However, the complex information 
structures necessary to describe clinical 
events are often shared across multiple 
types of events. For instance, most clin
ical findings reported by the patient or 
detected by the provider require a pre-

cise description of their anatomic loca
tions. The representation of these com
mon pieces of information is possible 
with the creation of subtypes of Base 
Observation, making these subtypes the 
building blocks of more complex obser
vations and events. 

Figure 19 illustrates the definition of 
"LocationDescription" as a constrained 
subtype of BaseObservation. The first 
element in the definition is "codedObs 
Val(Presence)." Note that codedObs 
Val is a shorthand syntax for describing 
a coded observation restricted to codes 
in a specific domain. It is actually a mac
ro that is used to hide some of the com
plexity of the ASN.l subtype syntax 
from people creating or reviewing the 
model. The expansion of the macro 
is not shown. The «codedObsVal(Pres
ence)" element has a purpose similar to 
the purpose previously described for 
Negation in the definition of Attribute 
(Fig. 4). The value of Presence can 
be either "Present" or "Absent (Not 
Present)," which allows negation of a 
LocationDescription as expressed in 
the phrase "The rash was not present on 
the palms of the hands. " 

The rest of the definition of Loca
tionDescription basically consists of a 
recursive sequence of a "BodySite" 
linked to another body site by a "Body 
SiteConnector". BodySite and Body 
SiteConnector are both derived from 
BaseObservation. BodySiteConnector 
is a simple observation consisting of a 
coded attribute whose values are limit
ed to the domain of "body site connec
tors." BodySite is a complex observa-

LocationDescription ::= BaseObservatlon ( WCS ( 
codedObsVaI(Presence), 

Fig, 19 The defini
tion of a complex 
observation (body 
location description) 
by recursive subtype 
constraint of Base
Observation. 
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obsMods ( WITH TYPES { 
BodySite, 
BodySiteConnector OPTIONAL JJ JJ 

BodySiteConnector ::= BaseObservation ( WCS (codedObsVaI(BodySiteConnectors) }) 

BodySlte ::= BaseObservation ( WCS ( 
codedObsVaI(Presence), 
obsMods ( WITH TYPES { 

BodyAnatomy, 
BodySlde OPTIONAL, 
Laterality OPTIONAL, 
BodyDepth OPTIOIIIAL, 
BodyRelativeDepth OPTIONAL, 
BodyLevel OPTIONAL, 
BodyRelativeLevel OPTIONAL, 
RelativeSideOrLateraJlty OPTIONAL JJ JJ 

BodyAnatomy ::= BaseObservation (WCS [ 
codedObsVaI(BodyAnatomySite) JJ 

BodySide ::= BaseObservation ( WCS ( 
codedObsVaI(BodySides) }) 

laterality ::= BaseObservation ( WCS ( 
codedObsVaI(Lateraiities) JJ 

PatientExarnEvent ::= BaseEvent (WCS ( 

sharedContext (WITH TYPES ( 
EvenlDateTIme, 
ObjectStatus OPTIONAL, 
LocationDescription OPTIONAL})}) 

Fig.20 The definition of PatientExamEvent 
by subtype constraint of BaseEvent. 

tion in which an anatomical site 
("BodyAnatomy") is modified or com
plemented by a series of optional char
acteristics, including "side" (right, left, 
etc,), "laterality" (lateral, medial, etc,), 
"depth" (anterior, posterior, etc.), 
among others. These various character
istics are themselves subtypes of Base 
Observation, taking advantage of the 
recursive characteristic of the informa
tion model. 

Figure 20 presents the definition of a 
patient exam event derived from Base 
Event, and it includes the LocationDes
cription observation as an optional con
text. Figure 20 introduces a new ele
ment of ASN.1 subtype notation. The 
use of ellipsis (" ... ") in a subtype defini
tion means that all the elements defined 
in the parent type are included in the 
subtype definition unchanged, unless 
otherwise specified. For PatientExam 
Event, it means that all of the elements 
defined in BaseEvent are applicable to 
PatientExamEvent, except for "shared 
Context" which is explicitly included, 
but as a constrained SUbtype that is 
defined further. PatientExamEvent is 
used to represent the information from 
the physical examination where more 
than one observation is associated with 
the same body location, such as systolic 
and diastolic blood pressures measured 
in the right brachial artery. 

Clinical observations are frequently 
associated with a series of commonly 
used modifiers. Some of these modifiers 
are particularly important when numer
ic values are reported, such as clinical 
laboratory measurements. Figure 21 
shows the derivation of "PatientObser
vation" from BaseObservation, where 
common modifiers for numeric result 
values are explicitly included (reference 
range, abnormal flag, status, delta flag, 
reporting flag, and location). 

Figure 22 illustrates how Patient 
ExamEvent and PatientObservation 
can be combined to define a more spe
cific type of patient exam, in this case a 
blood pressure battery ("BPBattery"). 
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PatlenlObservation ;;; BaseObservation ( W cs ( 

eommonMods ( WITH TYPES ( 
RefereneeRange OPTIONAL, 
AbnormaiFlag OPTIONAL, 
ObjeclSlatus OPTIONAl, 
DeilaRag opnONAl, 
ReportRag OPTIONAL, 
loeationDeseription opnONAL}) ]) 

Fig, 21 The definition of PatientObserva
tion by subtype constraint of BaseObserva
tion, 

BPSaUety::; PatienlExarnEvenl ( WCS { 

evenlConlenl {WCS { 
observations {WITH TYPES ( 

SysSP, 
DiaSP})})}) 

SysSP ::; PatienlObservation {WCS ( 
decUObsVaI{MillimelersOfMereury) ]) 

DlaSP ;:; PatlenlObservatlon { W CS ( 
decUObsVaI{MlilimelersOIMereury) ]) 

Fig, 22 The definition of BPBattery (a 
blood pressure battery) by subtype con
straintof PatientExamEvent, and by subtype 
constraint of PatientObservation. 

In BPBattery the observation compo
nent is made explicit by restricting it to 
systolic (SysBP) and diastolic blood 
pressure (DiaBP) observations. In addi
tion, both SysBP and DiaBP are to be 
resulted using units of "mmHg," Again, 
decUObsVal is shorthand for an obser
vation that has been constrained to be a 
decimal value measured in the specific 
units of "mmHg." 

Finally, Figure 23 illustrates a more 
complex type of PatientExamEvent, 
named "PulmonaryExam." In this ex
ample, LocationDescription is excluded 
for use at the event level (by use of the 
keyword ABSENT), but it is required 
to be present with each observation, 
This allows the location of each obser
vation to be described individually. 

Figure 23 suggests that Pulmonary 
Exam corresponds to possible findings 
encountered during an examination of 
the lungs, such as "Rhonchi" and 
"Rales." The Pulmonary Exam event is 
instantiated by acknowledging the pres
ence or not of each observation. If a giv
en observation is present, the character
istics of this observation can also be 
recorded. For instance, if "rhonchi" is 
present, the "pitch" and "severity" can 
be optionally represented. 

In the same way, if "rales" are de
tected, the "quality" and "severity" of 
the rales can be stored. Notice that the 
location description is a required modi-
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PulmonaryExam ;:; PatientExamEvenl (WCS { 

shareciConlext { WITH TYPES ( 

location Description ABSENT )), 
evenlConlenl {WCS { 

observations {WITH TYPES ( 
Rhonchi. 
Rales))))]) 

Rhonchi ;;; PatienlObservation { WCS ( 

codeclObsVaI(Presence), 
commonMods { WITH TYPES ( 

ReferenceRange ABSENT, 
locatlonDescription ]), 

obsMods ( WITH TYPES ( 
Pilch OPTIONAl, 
Severity OPTIONAL])]) 

Rales ::= PatienlObservation { WCS ( 

codeclObsVaI(Presence), 
commonMods (WITH TYPES ( 

ReferenceRange ABSENT, 
LocatlonOescrlptlon ]), 

obsMods {WITH TYPES ( 
Quality OpnONAL, 
Severity OPTIONAL)) )) 

Fig,23 The definition of PulmonaryExam 
(a set of pulmonary examination findings) 
by subtype constraint of PatientExamEvent, 
and by subtype constraint of PatientObser
vation, 

fier for both Rhonchi and Rales, i.e., if 
either rhonchi or rales are present, their 
anatomical locations must be deter
mined. Likewise, the common modifier 
ReferenceRange does not apply in 
either case and is marked as absent. 
These two examples are fairly simple, 
but show the process whereby very 
complex clinical data models can be 
built from BaseObservation and Base 
Event. 

3. Practical Experience 

We have implemented an electronic 
medical record system using ASN.l. 
The exact model used was an earlier 
version of the clinical model presented 
in this paper. The patient repository 
was implemented using a client-server 
architecture and using a relational data
base as the primary data store. We pre
viously published a description of the 
system architecture [24]. In the first 
design of the data repository, patient 
events were to be stored as packed 
PTXT strings. (PTXT is the hierarchical 
encoding system used in the HELP 
system [25]. In the actual implementa
tion of the system, the packed PTXT 
strings were replaced by BER encoded 
ASN.l strings. The BER strings are 
stored in a variable length character 
field in the relational database. In addi-

··1"·:·'····· 
t:· 
,- .... --- .~ 

tion to the patient event table, there are 
a number of associated relational tables 
that expose partially normalized views 
of the patient data to standard SQL 
query tools. The associated tables also 
act as indexes to the ASN.l objects Con
tained in the patient event table. The 
ASN.l strings are created and modified 
using a standard library of routines 
written in C and C++. Application de
velopers can interact with the ASN.l 
objects using C, C++, or Microsoft OLE 
interfaces. Three clinical systems have 
recently begun live operations using 
this architecture. 

4. Discussion 

We have found ASN.l to be a very 
flexible and robust language for repre
senting and implementing a .clinical in
formation model. Our approach has 
been to develop a small number of 
primitive types that are then used to 
construct composite data types of 
progressively greater complexity. This 
strategy has uncovered some interesting 
issues related to ASN.l and also object 
oriented modeling in general. 

One issue is that ASN.l is not a 
true object oriented language. That is, 
ASN,l only defines the data structures 
related to an object, not its methods or 
behaviors. However, the ASN.l data 
structure is very flexible and can be 
used as the storage structure for persis
tent data related to the object. 

In our case, the true clinical objects 
were implemented using Microsoft 
OLE Automation technology, but the 
internal storage structure used ASN.l. 
Methods and behaviors related to the 
ASN.l objects were implemented in 
programs written in C and C++. The 
goal was to encapsulate behaviors at the 
appropriate level, and then add more 
complex behaviors as the objects be
come more sophisticated. For instance, 
there are low-level routines that sub
tract snd compare two DateTime items. 
At the level of Attribute, these routines 
are still utilized to compare two Date 
TimeAttributes, but the higher level 
functions must also handle the open
ended uncertainty allowed at the level 
of Attribute. The lower-level functions 
are the building blocks for higher-level 
behaviors. 
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Coded data, in particular, benefits 
behaviors implemented around a 

data structure. At most, a coded 
element in our system can consist 

3 elements: an Ncid, a RelSForm 
and Text. However, a set of 
, using information stored in 

vocabulary tables of the system, can 
UDLplf:ml;:nt very useful behaviors on the 

data types. These routines allow 
application to display coded data 
different languages, to translate 

n languages, and to display a 
representation that is determined by 
other parameters of the runtime envi

·lonment. By reference to the semantic 
. rletwork in the vocabulary tables, the 
routines can determine whether a given 

• concept is a member of a particular 
Class, or return a list of all classes to 
which the concept belongs. Because the 

umId is present, the appli-
cation can also display the exact repre
sentation that was seen by the user at 
data entry time. This rich set of behav
iors evolves from the combination of a 
simple ASN.1 structure, a set of vocab
ulary tables, and a set of library routines 
that implement behaviors based on the 
structure. 

A second issue is the alternative ap
proach that ASN.l subtyping offers in 
the creation of new object types. In 
standard object-oriented modeling, spe
cialized types are created by inheriting 
the attributes and behaviors of the par
ent type and then adding additional at
tributes. This approach could be imple
mented using CHOICE constructs in 
ASN.l. Our approach has been to 
create a parent type that includes all of 
the attributes that can exist in any of the 
children, and then create the children 
using the extensive subtype constraint 
language of ASN.l. The different ap
proaches offer tradeoffs in implementa
tion. Because of the large number of 
object types that exist in clinical medi
cine, the standard approach can lead to 
an unwieldy number of object classes. 
For example, it is easy to think of a 
hematocrit measurement as an object 
class, since there could be many hema
tocrits associated with a given patient, 
there are expectations about the range 
of values that it can take, it has a specif
ic unit of measure, etc. However, if 
everything that is at the same level of 
abstraction in clinical medicine as 

hematocrit becomes an object class, 
there would be thousands of object 
classes. 

By contrast, a single ASN.1 type 
could be implemented, i.e. BaseObser
vation, and then thousands of SUbtypes 
would be created for objects at the level 
of hematocrit. The SUbtype information 
is only used in the general implementa
tion when a new instance of hematocrit 
or one of the other subtypes is created. 
Validation is simple because it follows 
directly from ASN.1 subtype notation. 
After validation, the subtype can be 
manipulated simply as its supertype, 
which in this case is BaseObservation . 
The ASN.1 subtyping approach has 
provided an important simplification in 
the implementation of our patient data 
repository. 

Another particular advantage of 
ASN.1 is that it integrates coded data 
types (and hence vocabulary) with 
other primitive types in a consistent 
modeling framework. Coded data ele
ments are just one more primitive type 
in the system. Coded data has its own 
set of behaviors, but it lives side by side 
with numbers, dates, times, and images. 
Rather than using one kind of infra
structure to manage coded data and an
other to manage the other types of pa
tient data, there is a single consistent 
tool used for all patient data. At the lev
el of Attribute, the model explicitly 
shows how uncertainty and negation 
are handled. At the level of BaseObser
vation, the explicit relationship of mod
ifiers to the observation is shown. Even
tually the clinical information model 
builds to the level of patient events, 
patient transactions, and inter-process 
messages, all of which are expressed us
ing a common language. Because of the 
tight connection between ASN.1 syntax 
and ASN.1 encoding, the storage struc
ture of any element is known as soon as 
its abstract syntax is defined. 

A final advantage of ASN.1 is that it 
is platform independent. Data encoded 
using ASN.l is easy to pass from client 
to server or across computer-to-com
puter interfaces, because of the byte
oriented nature of a BER-encoded 
string. 

There are limitations to the use of 
ASN.l. As previously mentioned, it is 
not a true object modeling language. It 
does not include the definition of meth-

ods and behaviors as part of type defini
tions. 

A second limitation, at least in our 
implementation, is that our type defini
tions cannot support a generative gram
mar [9, 26]. The subtype definitions, at 
the granularity that we have created 
them, could be instantiated in nonsensi
cal ways. This was intentional. The 
work of making all of the definitions ex
plicit before the system could be used 
was a practical impediment to imple
mentation. By leaving some vagueness 
in the definitions, we risk storing data 
that is ill structured or nonsensical. On 
the other hand, we have been able to 
implement systems quickly, and we can 
continue to refine the subtype defini
tions as time permits. 

5. Conclusion 

One discovery that we made in the 
development of our clinical information 
model was only tangentially related to 
the use of ASN.l. We found that there 
were a number of issues about medical 
information representation that could 
not be discussed intelligently without 
reference to a formal notation. At some 
level the words normally used to com
municate abstract ideas are not useful 
unless they can be rigorously defined by 
reference to objects represented in a 
formal syntax. This is certainly the case 
when discussing how medical vocabu
laries interact with a clinical informa
tion model and a semantic network. 
Until an information model is formally 
defined, it is difficult to draw consistent 
boundaries about what role each ele
ment plays in the total picture of medi
cal information representation. 

There are a number of issues in 
which we are interested, but have not 
had time to develop or pursue. We can 
see relevance of ASN.1 subtyping as a 
mechanism to represent the decomposi
tion of multi-word medical expressions 
into more atomic elements, but have 
not finalized the model that would im
plement a solution. The approach that 
we envision is to progressively define 
more specific subtypes of our existing 
data types. For example, Location 
Description (Figure 19), could be used 
to show the association between the ex
pression "right upper arm" and its de-
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composition as BodyAnatomySite = 
"arm," BodyLevel = "upper," and 
BodySide = "right." 

One of our objectives in having a for
mally defined model was to support ap
plication development. In our setting, 
applications include data entry pro
grams, data review programs, clinical 
alert modules, decision logic, and data
base queries to support clinical research 
and quality assurance. The clinical mod
el is structured so that the model can be 
browsed by application developers. By 
entering a keyword it is possible to tra
verse the model from a term, to a coded 
attribute, to an observation, and then to 
events that contain that observation. 
For example, by entering the term pen
icillin, one could find that the concept 
penicillin can be taken as the value of 
the coded attribute drug, and that the 
drug attribute participates in pharmacy 
order events, medication administra
tion events, drug allergy events, and 
antibiotic susceptibility results. The def
initions for these events can then be 
shown to the developer who can choose 
the events of interest for her applica
tion. The information model is in place 
to support this kind of browsing, but we 
are just now creating the tools that will 
support this kind of user interface to the 
model. 

It would be interesting to do a com
parison of not only the expressive pow
er of various modeling notations, but al
so the degree to which they simplify im
plementation of a system. Potential can
didates for a comparison would include 
ASN.l, IDL (Interface Definition Lan
guage), Conceptual Graphs, UML 
(Unified Modeling Language), and 
GRAIL. An impediment to such a com
parison would be defining a set of mea
surable characteristics on which to base 
the comparison. 

Finally, we would like to investigate 
other formally defined clinical informa
tion models to see how we might incor
porate their information into our mod
el. We recognize that we have only just 
begun the process of defining all of the 
necessary ASN.l types and SUbtypes 
that will be needed to support a com
prehensive clinical information system. 
We would welcome the opportunity to 
collaborate with others who are devel
oping compatible models in a formal 
notation. 
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